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DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

This advice constitutes return information subject to I.R.C. 
§ 6103. This advice contains confidential information subject to 
attorney-client and deliberative process privileges and if 
prepared in contemplation of litigation, subject to the attorney 
work product privilege. Accordin,gly, the Examination or Appeals 
recipient of this document may provide it only to those persons 
whose official tax administratiqn duties with respect to this 
case require such disclosure."- In no event may this document be 
provided to Examinatiozi, Appeals, or other persons beyond those 
specifically indicated in this statement. This advice may not,be 
disclosed to taxpayers or their representatives. 

This advice is not binding on Examination or Appeals and is 
not a final case determination. Such advice is advisory and does 
not resolve Service position on an issue or provide the basis for 
closing a case. The determination of the Service in the case is 
to be made through the exercise of the independent judgment of 
the office with jurisdiction over the case. 

You requested our advice on the an issue involving the 
consolidated return regulations and I.R.C. § 1031. Initially, we 
had questions about the facts in the case. However, upon 
reviewing the additional information you were able to acquire, we 
recommend that the no adjustment be made as discussed below. 
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A. ISSUE: 

Whether the sale of certain properties by   -------- --------
  -------- to an unrelated third party triggered the recognition 
--- ----erred gain by   ---------- --------- pursuant to Treas. Reg. 
5 1.1502-13(m). 

B. FACTS : 

  ---------- ---------- ----- ("  ------") and   ---------- ------- -----
  ---------------- ------------ ("  ------") are wholly-owned dom  -----
---------------- --- ------------ ---------------- ("  ------------ ---------------
  ------- ------------ .("  ------) is a wholly-owned domestic subsidiary of 
---------- --------- -------- --------- ("  ----") is a wholly-owned domestic 
------dia---- --- --------- --------eveloped and sold residential property 
to homeowners in   ---------- --------------   ---- also owned and sold 
property in ------------ --------------

1. First Sale/Exchange 

In   -----   ---- purchased an office tower and the underlyin  -
real esta--- ("------------ --------") fro    ------- ---- $  ---------------- ------'s 

.basis in the ------------ --------- was $----------------- and   -------'s gain from 
~~~~tliie sale was ------------------- $  ---------------- ------------ ----erred 

reporting   -------'s gain becaus-- ----- ------ qualified as an inter-, 
company transaction under the consolidated return regulations. 

2. Second Sale/Exchange 

  ---- immediately exchanged the   ---------- --------- fo  ------
proper----- owned by   -----. The four properties were -------------
  ---- -------- ---------- ---------- ------------- --- ----- ------------ -------------
--------- ---------------- --

  ---------- applied I.R.C. § 1031' to   ----'s acquisition   - the 
  ---------- --------- through the exchange. It determined that ------ had a 

1 The taxpayer initially claimed that   ----- was a dealer in 
real estate without providing any substantiation. Subsequently, 
  ---------- provided documentation supporting the its assertion. 

2 Under the current Treas. Reg. § 1.1502-80(f), I.R.C. 5 
1031 cannot be applied to any intercompany transaction. However, 
this regulation applies to intercompany transaction  ------------ in 
consolidated return years beginning on or after ----- ----- ------. 
  ---------- can apply I.R.C. § 1031 to the intercompany exchange 
------------   ---- and   -----. 
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substituted basis of $  ------------ in the   ---------- --------- and that   ---- 
was not required to re------ ----- gain. ------------ -----------ed that 
I.R.C. 5 1031 was not applicable to --------- ------isition of the   ---- 
properties through the exchange beca-----   ---- allegedly qualified 
as a dealer in real estate and planned t-- -evelop and sell the 
  ----- ---------------   H's basis in the   ----- -------------- equaled what 
------- ----- ------ --r ----- properties - $------------------

3. Third Sale/Exchange 

- In   -----   ---- sold the   ----- ------------- to an unrelated party. 
  ---------- --------e-- -he sale o-- ----- -------------- and the related 
---------   ---- still owned the   ---------- --------- ----- -------- continued to 
defer rep------- the gain -------------------- ---- ----- -------- sale of the 
  ---------- --------- to   ----. 

C. LAW AND DISCUSSION: _~ ._ 

In general, the current Treas.~ Reg. § 1.1502-13 applies to 
intercompany transactions occurring in years beginning on or 
after July 12, 1995. Treas. Reg. 5 1.1502-13(l) (1). The 
applicable law for intercompany transactions occurring before 
that date is set forth below. 

Under prior law, an intercompany transaction was generally 
defined as a transaction between corporations which were members 
of the same consolidated return group immediately after such 
transaction. Treas. Reg. 5 1.1502-13(a) (1).3 The sale of 
property in an intercompany transaction was considered a deferred 
intercompany transaction. Treas. Reg. 5 1.1502-13(a) (2). To the 
extent gain on a deferred intercompany transaction such as a sale 
was recognized under the Code for a consolidated return year, 
such gain was deferred by the selling member. Treas. Reg. 
§ 1.1502-13(c) (1).   ------'s sale of the   ---------- --------- to   ---- 
qualified as a deferr---- -ntercompany tra------------ ----- -----------
properly deferred recognizing its gain on the sale. --------'s 
deferred gain shall be taken into account when the pr-------- sold 
is disposed of outside the group. 

If property sold or exchanged in an intercompany transaction 
(or property the basis of which is determined, directly or 

3 Unless otherwise indicated the discussions will involve 
the prior applicable regulations. These prior regulations were 
effective in taxable years wherein the due date of the return was 
after March 14, 1990, per prior Treas. Reg. 5 1.1502-13(m)(4). 
The regulations were removed by Treasury Decision 8597, filed 
with the Federal Register on July 12, 1995. I.R.B. 1995-32, 6. 
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indirectly, in whole or in part, by reference to the basis 
of such property) is disposed of outside the group, any 
remaining deferred gain (and any associated tax 
consequences) shall be taken into account as if the selling 
member had disposed of the property at the same time and in 
the same manner as the property is disposed of outside the 
group. 

Treas. Reg. § 1.1502-13(m) (1). 

Whether   ----A must recognize its deferred gain in   -----
depends on whether the basis of the   ----- ------------- sold by   -----
was determined "directly or indirectly, --- -------- -- in part," by 
reference to the basis of the   ---------- --------- Treas. Reg. 
5 1.1502-13 (ml (11. To make this determination, the I.R.C. § 1031 
exchange between   ---- and   ---- of the   ---------- --------- and th    ---- 
properties must b-- -nalyz---- as that 'transaction-defines ------'s 
basis in the   ----- ---------------

Gain or loss realized on the sale or exchange of property is 
recognized unless a specific nonrecognition rule in the Code 
provides otherwise. I.R.C. 5 1001. The like-kind exchange rules 
are one such provision. I.R.C. § 1031. Section 1031 of the Code 
mandates that "no gain or loss shall.be~recogniz,ed,,on t~h.e ._ 
exchange of property held for productive use in a trade or 
business or for investment if such property is,exchanged solely 
for property of like kind which'is to be held either for 
productive use in a trade or business or for investment." I.R.C. 
5 1031(a) (1). 

The rationale.for nonrecognition of tax in a like-kind 
exchange is that the newly acquired property is a continuation of 
the old investment, which remains unliquidated. The new property 
is viewed as a change in the form, but not in the substance, of 
the investment. To preserve the unrecognized gain, the basis in 
the property received is equal to the basis in the property 
transferred, with certain adjustments. I.R.C. 5 1031(d). Thus, 
the gain is not tax-free, but merely deferred until the 
investment is liquidated. 

Nonrecognition under the like-kind exchange rules requires 
that (1) there is an exchange of property; (2) the property 
transferred and the property received are of like kind; and (3) 
the property transferred and the property received are both held 
for productive use in the transferor's trade or business or for 
investment. I.R.C. § 1031(a) (1). One party to the exchange can 
qualify for I.R.C. § 1031 treatment with respect to property it 
received where the other party to the exchange may not. Rev. 
ml. 75-292, 1975-2 C.B. 333; Rev. Rul. 84-121, 1984-2 C.B. 168. 
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The non-qualifying party's basis in the property it received was 
the fair market value of the property it transferred. 

In this case, the listed requirements were meet with one 
exception. With respect to the   ----- -------------- receiveri by   ----, 
  ---- intended to sell those properties as part of its residential 
----- estate sales business.   ---- was not going to hold the 
property for productive use i-- --s business or for investment. 

Property that is primarily held for sale shall not be 
eligible for non-recognition treatment. I.R.C. § 1031(a)(2). 
The basis of the   ----- -------------- in the hands of   ---- would be 
determined under I.R.C. 55 1001, 1011, and 1012 which generally 
provide that "[tlhe basis of property shall be the cost of such 
property." The cost of the   ----- ------------- was $  --------------- - the 
fair market value of the ------------ --------- -----h   ----- --------------- for 
the   ----- --------------- Ther-------- --------- basis i-- --e   ----- --------------
was not either directly or indirectly' determined by the basis of 
the   ---------- --------. 

D. CONCLUSION: 

The disposal of the   ----- -------------- by   ---- did not trigger 
.the recognition of   -------'s- ------------ -------

  ----------

I We could not find any discussion concerning the 
application of the term "indirectly" (found at I.R.C. 5 1.1502- 
13(m)) with respect to determining the basis of real property. 

  

    
  

  

    

    
    

      
      

  

    

  

  


